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Nearby Galaxies let us connect  
ISM Physics with Galaxy Evolution

Galaxies can be 
resolved & 

studied in detail.

Large, 
representative 
galaxy samples 

available.

M101 with Spitzer 24, 8, 3.6 µm 

Can explore 
different conditions 

from MW.

I Zw 18 with HST GALEX Nearby Galaxies Survey



Nearby Galaxies let us understand 
tracers used to study high-z

plot from A. Leroy

Use of tracers like 
dust continuum or 

[CII] 158 µm to 
measure SFR, ISM 
mass, etc must be 
calibrated locally.



Key Nearby Galaxy Science Areas

• Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust 

• Role of Feedback in SF & Galaxy Evolution 

• ISM Phase Balance



Key Nearby Galaxy Science Areas

Ways to push forward on these topics:

• more sensitive measurements 

• higher spectral/angular resolution 

• larger samples 

• multiwavelength coverage



Other Telescopes in the 2020’s 
for nearby galaxy studies

JWST - targeted mapping of regions or small samples of nearby 
galaxies with MIRI, larger scale mapping with NIRCAM 
  
ALMA - wide range of molecular gas diagnostics at ~arcsec 
resolution plus sub-mm dust continuum 

SKA - full sky high sensitivity & resolution HI mapping 

E-ELT/TMT/GMT - resolved stellar populations in nearby 
galaxies, star formation history maps, stellar energy input 

MANGA & future - full optical IFU mapping of galaxies at 
arcsec resolution



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

❖ Dust-to-Gas Ratio 

❖ Grain Size Distribution 

❖ Grain Composition 

❖ Grain Charge

Dust is a crucial part of the ISM but we are just 
beginning to understand its life-cycle.

How are these key 
parameters affected by 
galactic environment?



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Dust emission in redshifted sub-mm range is a 
sensitive tracer of high-z galaxies with ALMA.

plot from A. Leroy

Sub-mm dust continuum 
as an ISM tracer requires 

knowledge of: 
dust-to-gas ratio 

sub-mm dust emissivity 
dust temperature

Studies of nearby galaxies 
needed to understand 
these key properties.



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Dust-to-gas ratio not a simple function of 
metallicity in all conditions.

Remy-Ruyer et al. 2014 -  
Dwarf Galaxies Survey with HerschelGalaxy-average DGR is not 

a can deviate from linear 
scaling by orders of 
magnitude at low Z.

SF history & influence on 
dust life cycle seems to be 

key for setting DGR.
e.g. Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998, Dwek 

1998, Galliano et al. 2008, Zhukovska et 
al. 2014



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Fisher et al. 2014 -  
Herschel I Zw 18 (HI contours)

Dust-to-gas ratio not a simple function of 
metallicity in all conditions.

This is extremely important for high-z galaxies.



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Dust-to-gas ratio may change between ISM phases 
as dust grains accrete material & coagulate.

Dust Formation in Milky Way-like Galaxies 9

z = 2 z = 1 z = 0 10 kpc

10�2 10�1 100

Figure 2. Zoomed-in projections of the dust-to-metal ratio using the face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) views of the Aquarius C halo
at z = 2, 1, and 0 presented in Figure 1. These plots capture the inner disc region, with the scale bar in the upper right indicating 10 kpc
in physical units. A cube of side length 50 h�1 kpc was used for the projection volume.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Distribution of Dust in the Fiducial Model

We first use our highest resolution simulation of the Aquar-
ius C halo with fiducial dust and feedback physics to anal-
yse the distribution of gas-phase metals and dust within
the central halo and surrounding CGM. This is motivated
by observations of significant amounts of dust in the CGM
(Ménard et al. 2010; Peek, Ménard & Corrales 2014; Peeples
et al. 2014) and the fact that gas-phase metals may condense
more e�ciently into dust in regions of low star formation.
In Figure 1, we show surface densities of baryons (⌃), gas-
phase metals (⌃gas-phase metal), and dust (⌃dust) for face-on
and edge-on views of the galactic disc at z = 2, 1, and 0.
We also display the projected dust-to-metal ratio (Zdust/Z)
at these redshifts, where Zdust denotes the mass fraction of
dust and Z is the usual metallicity, including gas-phase met-
als and dust. This halo does not undergo any major mergers
below z = 6 (Wang et al. 2011), and so these images capture
the quiescent formation of a disc of diameter roughly 20 kpc.

At z = 2, dust is most concentrated in the galactic cen-
ter, with a surface density roughly an order of magnitude
larger than that outside the disc. The surface densities of
gas-phase metals and dust evolve in a similar fashion from
z = 2 to z = 1 and largely trace the distribution of baryons.
By z = 1, ⌃dust > 10�2 M� pc�2 extends out to around
50 kpc as dust grows outside of the galactic disc. The sur-
face density of gas-phase metals in the CGM decreases from
z = 2 to z = 1, raising the dust-to-metal ratio. The dust-
to-metal ratio is smallest near the galactic center and sev-
eral times lower than the typical value away from the disc.

By z = 0, there is even more noticeable contrast between
gas-phase metals and dust. While the surface density of gas-
phase metals decreases from z = 1 to z = 0, the dust surface
density increases away from the disc and loses much of its
spatial variation. The central disc, roughly 20 kpc across,
has ⌃dust ⇡ 10�1 M� pc�2, and the dust-to-metal ratio re-
mains lowest in the star-forming central core. However, we
caution that the absence of thermal sputtering in the di↵use
halo may artificially cause dust-to-metal ratios to rise in the
CGM.

These results indicate that dust depletion can a↵ect the
distribution of gas-phase metals, especially in regions where
low star formation activity enables e�cient dust growth. To
highlight the dust evolution in the inner galactic disc, in Fig-
ure 2 we display zoomed-in projections of the dust-to-metal
ratio for the face-on images from Figure 1. At each of z = 2,
1, and 0, the dust-to-metal ratio is smallest near the galactic
center. However, by z = 0, a disc of diameter 10 kpc with
dust-to-metal ratio reaching below 10�1 is clearly isolated
from surroundings in which the majority of metals are locked
in dust. In conjunction with Figure 1, this indicates that
gas-phase metals are dominant in the innermost portions of
the galactic disc but strongly depleted elsewhere. Observa-
tions of galaxies should take into account spatial variations
in dust-to-metal ratio, especially near galactic cores.

4.2 Impact of Feedback

While some previous cosmological simulations treating dust
have investigated the e↵ect of galactic winds (Zu et al. 2011)
and SN feedback (Bekki 2015a), there has been no compre-

c� ??? RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–28

McKinnon, Torrey & Vogelsberger 2015 -  
dust/metals in cosmological zoom-in simulations

Dust-to-Metals Ratio

DGR can vary 
with ISM phase: 
a key issue in 

using dust 
continuum as a 
tracer of total 

ISM mass.



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

DGR is not the only thing changing -  
composition & grain size distribution also vary.

Draine et al. 2007

Engelbracht et al. 2008

e.g. PAH abundance



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Dust-to-gas ratio may change between ISM phases 
as dust grains accrete material & coagulate.

The drivers of dust life-
cycle act on small scales.
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The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust

Dust-to-gas ratio may change between ISM phases 
as dust grains accrete material & coagulate.

Current/past instruments can resolve this 
scale only in the Local Group.

Draine et al. 2014 - M31 Dust Mapping



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust
Studying dust life cycle with the Far-IR Surveyor

Singe Aperture

Similar to Herschel’s resolution, but much 
higher sensitivity.

• Deep mapping of large numbers of galaxies, 
behavior of dust in representative sample 

• Measurement of DGR & dust properties in 
low metallicity regions (i.e. outskirts of 
galaxies, dwarfs) 



The Life Cycle of Interstellar Dust
Studying dust life cycle with the Far-IR Surveyor

Interferometer

Very high resolution, but lower sensitivity 
and hard to do large samples of galaxies.

• Cloud scale mapping of dust emission 
combined with JWST & ALMA to trace 
evolution of dust vs ISM phase.



The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Hopkins et al. 2014, “FIRE” simulation

Feedback driven by star formation plays a key 
role in galaxy evolution.

In simulations - feedback is needed to match star 
formation histories, stellar masses, disk properties of 

galaxies.



Stellar feedback models for galaxy formation simulations 11

FIG. 7.— Cloud star formation efficiency for gas metallicities of Z = 1Z� (left) and Z = 0.01Z� (right) in the non self-gravitating cloud simulation. Efficient
cooling in the more enriched cloud reduces the effect of thermal energy on star formation. The opposite is true for momentum feedback, dominated by radiation
pressure, which by itself limits ✏cl to ⇠ 0.1. In the low metallicity cloud, gas cooling rates are lowered by more than an order of magnitude, making thermal
energy feedback the dominant factor limiting star formation.

initial SNe momentum, pSNII, is included (SNMOM), gas is
pushed out of the cell and the heating criterion of Equation 20
is satisfied after ⇠ 20Myr, leading to temperatures > 108 K.
When all momentum sources of feedback (MOMENTUM) are
included, the gas is effeciently evacuated from star forming
cell, reaching n ⇠ 0.1cm-3 after only ⇠ 10Myr. Simulations
adopting the more evolved Sedov-Taylor momentum (pST) for
each SNII result in an even faster evacuation. Not surpris-
ingly, the strongest effect on density and temperature is found
in the ALL run, in which runaway heating set in only after
⇠ 3.7Myr due to stellar winds and radiation pressure alone.

In the right hand panel of Figure 6 we show the evolution
of the ALL run for different values f⇤. Runaway heating is
achieved for all values of f⇤, even for f⇤ = 1% after ⇠ 10Myr.
For f⇤ > 10%, this occurs before the first SNIIe explode.

We conclude that the implemented subgrid feedback pre-
scriptions, especially early momentum injection, greatly en-
hance the ability of feedback to disperse and heat gas in star
forming cells, even when only ⇠ 1% of gas is turned into stars.
In more realistic setups, a patch of gas will continue to form
stars until the star cluster has destroyed its surrounding or de-
pleted all of the gas above the star formation threshold. We
explore these scenarios in the next section.

4.2. Isolated cloud
In this idealized test, a spherical cloud of dense cold gas

(ncl = 100mH cm-3, Tcl = 10K) of radius rcl = 50pc is placed in
pressure equilibrium with a diffuse ambient medium (nISM =
0.1mH cm-3, TISM = 104 K). Star formation is then allowed
to proceed, as described in §2.3 with ✏ff = 10%. As we are
interested in the behaviour of a marginally resolved ISM, we
adopt maximum resolution of �x = 10pc. At this resolution,
the cloud consists of 552 cells at exactly ncl = 100H cm-3,
having a total initial gas mass of Mcl = 1.25⇥106 M�.

In the following tests, we evolve the cloud with and with-
out self-gravity, which in a very crude way can be seen as
limiting cases of cloud virial parameter ↵vir; no self-gravity

equilibrium temperature.

simply means that unresolved turbulence supports the cloud
(↵vir & 1) and vice versa. Note that we do not attempt to
model details of star formation in giant molecular clouds,
which requires more advanced simulation setups. Our main
goal is simply to gauge systematic differences between dif-
ferent feedback implementations at the resolution level that
should be affordable in cosmological simulations in the near
future.

4.2.1. No self-gravity

In Figure 7 we show evolution of star formation efficiency
within the cloud, defined as ✏cl(t) = M⇤(t)/Mcl,ini, where M⇤(t)
is the total stellar mass formed at time t and Mcl,ini is the initial
cloud gas mass, in the simulations without self-gravity.

For Z = 1Z� without any feedback, the cloud forms stars
unhindered until ✏cl ⇠ 0.75 when the cell densities fall below
the star formation threshold. Supernovae feedback alone can
reduce the overall efficiency to ✏cl ⇠ 0.2. When no momentum
from SNe is accounted for, the efficiency is somewhat larger:
✏cl ⇠ 0.25, and the same conclusion holds when all thermal
energy (and no momentum) sources of stellar feedback are
present.

The stellar fractions differ significantly when pre-SN mo-
mentum feedback is included. Radiation pressure alone sets
✏cl ⇠ 0.125, and the conversion efficiency decreases some-
what when momentum from wind and SNe feedback is added.
When momentum and energy deposition from all feedback
mechanisms is included, the final efficiency approaches ✏cl ⇠
0.1, although with significantly more hot gas present in com-
parison to pure momentum feedback. The hot gas causes vig-
orous late time expansion of the star forming region, which is
illustrated in the time evolution of the projected density and
temperature in Figure 8.

The results are different in the case of low-metallicity gas12

shown in the right hand-side of Figure 7. As the gas cooling
rates are lowered, a purely energy based feedback scheme can

12 We here adopt a metallicity independent star formation threshold of
⇢⇤ = 25cm-3 to facilitate a comparison with the Z = 1Z� case.

Agertz et al. 2013 

Feedback in GMCs needed to 
keep star-formation “inefficient”, 
i.e. only ~few% of the mass gets 

turned into stars.

What is the dominant 
feedback source?   

How does that vary with 
environment?

The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Feedback regulates star formation in molecular 
clouds.



Kawamura et al. 2009

Schruba et al. 2011

The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Some combination of radiation pressure, 
ionizing radiation, SNe, etc disrupt clouds.



M82 wind (optical/Hα) NGC 253 - ALMA CO contours (Bolatto et al. 2013)

The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

On galactic scales, winds eject material into the CGM 
and thereby regulate galaxy’s gas reservoir.



Profiles of M82 wind at IR, CO, HI and K band (Leroy et al. 2015)

Assessing mass 
outflow is crucial to 

understanding 
galactic winds. 

But wind material has 
ionized, atomic and 
molecular phases.

The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Winds are comprised of multi-phase gas & dust.



M82 Wind - Contursi et al. 2013 

Far-IR lines 
provide diagnostics 
of phase structure 

& energetics of 
outflowing 
material. 

Dust continuum 
(converted to gas 

with DGR & temp) 
gives total mass.

The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Far-IR line diagnostics give insight into phase 
structure of winds.



The Role of Feedback in SF & 
Galaxy Evolution

Excitation of molecular gas provides key 
insights into physics of feedback.

A case for shocked molecules in NGC 1266 3
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Figure 1. The SPIRE-FTS spectrum from 200 to 600 µm. Emission lines include 12CO from J=(4-3) to J=(13-12), [N II] 205, [C I] 370 and 609 µm. Strong
ortho and para H2O emission characteristic of ULIRGS is seen in emission (solid line) as well as absorption (dashed line).

high ionization fractions in molecular gas leading to H2O+

and OH+ emission with comparable intensities to H2O lines
(van der Werf et al. 2010; Meijerink et al. 2013), yet no emis-
sion from these molecules is detected. We do detect absorp-
tion from H2O+, but this has been seen in systems where
XDR are ruled out (e.g. Arp220, Rangwala et al. 2011).

Second, βCO also eliminates XDRs as the dominant heat-
ing source in NGC 1266. The efficiency at which X-rays are
converted to line emission and IR continuum is very differ-
ent than in shocks which heat gas but are relatively ineffi-
cient at heating dust. This is illustrated in Figure 3, a plot of
βCO against β[CI] and βH2O. As discussed in Meijerink et al.
(2013), XDR and PDR models have an upper limit on the
line-to-continuum ratio of βCO ≤ 10−4, represented by the
dashed line in Figure 3. In NGC 1266 that ratio for the 13 de-
tected CO lines is nearly 10−3, just below that of NGC 6240
(see Figure 3). Alatalo et al. (2011) found that the observed
βH2

ratio was 3 times larger than could explained by an XDR.
The ratio of β[CI] is also enhanced by an order of magnitude
in NGC 1266, as in NGC 6240. The linearity of [C I] with
12CO, seen in Figure 3, suggests it is a powerful diagnostic
especially useful where the entire 12CO is not observable, as
is the case with high redshift galaxies observed with ALMA.

3.2. Shocked H2O
The gas phase abundance of H2O is driven by two pro-

cesses: formation via endothermic reactions and the release
from ices on the surface of dust grains. J- and C-shocks, as
well as XDRs, are capable of producing the warm and dense
molecular gas characteristic of H2O emitting regions.

H2O emission is not included in the Wolfire et al. (2010)
PDR models because it is very faint. Therefore, we assume
the Orion Bar value of L(H2O)/L(CO)= 0.001 (Habart et al.
2010) for our modeled PDRs. The observed parameters of the
Orion Bar PDR G0 ≈ 4 × 104 (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985)
and n(H) ≈ 105 cm−3 (Allers et al. 2005; Pellegrini et al.
2009) are of higher density and excitation than the PDR
parameters necessary to explain the low excitation CO in
NGC 1266. These energetic conditions favor the formation
of water, and thus provide an upper limit to the H2O emission
we expect from the PDR.

Table 2 and Figure3 summarize the ratio of H2O, 12CO
and [CI] to L(TIR). We examine the ratio of H2O to
12CO because both originate in molecular gas, unlike the

Table 1
NGC 1266 IRS, PACS and SPIRE-FTS Extinction Corrected Line Fluxes

Species Trans Wave(µm) Flux(10−17Wm−2) Inst.
12CO 1-0 2600 0.063±0.004 1

12CO 2-1 1300 0.39±0.015 1

12CO 3-2 867.0 1.02±0.11 1

12CO 4-3 650.7 2.69±1.14 2

12CO 5-4 520.6 3.84±0.69 2

12CO 6-5 433.9 4.28±0.35 2

12CO 7-6 371.9 4.76±0.28 2

12CO 8-7 325.5 4.71±0.36 2

12CO 9-8 289.3 4.64±0.65 2

12CO 10-9 260.4 3.94±0.60 2

12CO 11-10 236.8 4.03±0.61 2

12CO 12-11 217.1 2.85±0.30 2

12CO 13-12 200.4 2.65±0.58 2

H2O 211 − 202 398.9 1.09±0.32 2

H2O 202 − 111 303.7 2.91±1.04 2

H2O 312 − 303 273.4 1.80±0.40 2

H2O 312 − 221 260.2 1.83±0.61 2

H2O 321 − 312 258.0 2.38±0.45 2

H2O 220 − 211 244.1 1.69±0.45 2

H2O 422 − 413 248.2 <0.47 2

H2O 523 − 514 212.5 <0.47 2

[C I] · · · 370.7 3.19±0.26 2

[C I] · · · 609.6 1.13±0.86 2

[C II] · · · 157.7 17.30±0.46 3

[O I] · · · 63.18 11.40±1.32 3

[N II] · · · 205 1.70±0.88 2

H2 S(4) 8.026 21.90±1.01 4

H2 S(3) 9.662 13.00±0.39 4

H2 S(2) 12.282 10.90±0.26 4

H2 S(1) 17.035 8.48±0.10 4

H2 S(0) 28.171 2.94±0.22 4

H2 1-0S(1) 2.1213 10.90±0.20 5

Note. — Ground 12CO from 1Alatalo et al. (2011). Lines observed with
2SPIRE-FTS, 3PACS, 4Spitzer-IRS instruments. NIR H2 from 5Riffel et al.
(2013). IRS fluxes have been extracted over a 10” aperture centered on the
peak of the IR continuum emission which is unresolved by Spitzer and Her-
schel.

IR continuum. The Shock+PDR combination predicts a
L(H2O)/L(CO)=0.34, very similar to the NGC 1266 value of
0.33. The observed value is also similar to that found in the
XDR heated Mrk231 (van der Werf et al. 2010), and the me-
chanically heated Arp220 (Rangwala et al. 2011). Thus, to-
tal L(H2O) relative to L(CO) or L(TIR) is limited as a shock

NGC 1266 with SPIRE-FTS; Pellegrini et al. 2013

Other lines in the far-IR trace feedback as well. 
(e.g. H2O, rotational lines of other molecules, OH+). 

12CO and 13CO ladder gives excellent handle on gas properties.



The Role of Feedback in SF
Studying feedback with the Far-IR Surveyor

Singe Aperture

High sensitivity to far-IR lines & dust at  
~10-20ʺ″ resolution.

• [CII], [OI] & other far-IR line maps of 
galactic winds to dissect phases. 

• Molecular gas excitation from 12CO and 
13CO ladder at cloud scales in Local Group 
& kpc scales in many nearby galaxies 
constrains cloud disruption processes. 

• Deep dust maps to trace outflow masses.



The Role of Feedback in SF

Interferometer

Cloud scale resolution far-IR line, dust and 
CO ladder measurements.

• High spatial resolution study of wind 
launching. 

• Cloud-by-cloud molecular gas properties to 
constrain what causes disruption.

Studying feedback with the Far-IR Surveyor



Figure from C. Kulesa & M. Wolfire

The far-IR lines give diagnostics of ISM phases 
and measurements of gas heating rates.

ISM Phase Balance



ISM Phase Balance

Measurements from 
Spitzer, Herschel & 
others have covered 

bright regions of 
nearby galaxies, with 

low (~200 km/s) 
velocity resolution and 

~kpc spatial 
resolution. 

The far-IR lines give diagnostics of ISM phases 
and measurements of gas heating rates.



The far-IR lines give diagnostics of ISM phases 
and measurements of gas heating rates.

Higher Velocity 
Resolution

Higher 
Sensitivity

Higher Angular 
Resolution

ISM phase separation,  
e.g. GOT C+ but in 
nearby galaxies.

Studying the outer gas 
reservoir of galaxies, 

dwarf galaxies.
Resolved studies of ISM 

phase transisitons.

ISM Phase Balance



Herschel Key Program GOT C+

Pineda et al. 2013; GOT C+

Langer et al. 2014, Pineda et al. 2013,  
Velusamy et al. 2012, and others

Comparison with HI, CO at 
comparable resolution - 

separate different phases 
contributing to [CII].

New high velocity resolved  
[CII] 158 µm observations have  

given new insight into ISM 
phases in the MW.

ISM phase separation, e.g. GOT C+ but in nearby galaxies.

ISM Phase Balance



ISM phase separation, e.g. GOT C+ but in nearby galaxies.

Some studies in nearby galaxies  
with Herschel-HIFI 

(esp. HerM33es) 

Several recent or planned SOFIA-
GREAT observations

Braine et al. 2012 from HerM33es Key Program

High velocity resolution 
mapping in nearby galaxies, 

e.g. GOT C+ in other 
galaxies.

ISM Phase Balance



Langer et al. 2014; GOT C+ High-velocity resolution [CII] 
compared to CO/HI is one of the only 
ways to directly detect “CO-dark” H2.

Maloney & Black 1988, Bolatto et al. 1999,  
Wolfire et al. 2010, Glover & Mac Low 2011

GOT C+ measurement of 
CO-dark H2 fraction in 

the MW ISM.

HI, C+
H2 CO

decreasing metallicity & DGR

CO-dark H2

Z⊙◉☉⨀

ISM phase separation, e.g. GOT C+ but in nearby galaxies.

ISM Phase Balance



M83 - GALEX (blue,green) and HI (red)

Studying the outer gas reservoir of galaxies, dwarf galaxies.

Many star forming 
galaxies have large 

HI reservoirs in 
outer disks.

ISM Phase Balance



Studying the outer gas reservoir of galaxies, dwarf galaxies.

Many star forming 
galaxies have large 

HI reservoirs in 
outer disks.

Phase balance and 
energetics of this gas 

is not well understood.

Tamburro et al. 2009

ISM Phase Balance



Bigiel et al. 2010

Studying the outer gas reservoir of galaxies, dwarf galaxies.

Many star forming 
galaxies have large 

HI reservoirs in 
outer disks.

Phase balance and 
energetics of this gas 

is not well understood.

Key to understand 
why SF is very 

inefficient in these 
conditions.

ISM Phase Balance



[CII]Hα

Resolution matched 
[CII] and Hα w/
fiducial contour

Resolved studies of ISM phase transitions.

Kapala et al. 2015 
M31 [CII] mapping

Cloud-scale (~50 pc) 
resolution would allow 

spatially separating far-
IR line emission from 
molecular/atomic/

ionized phases.

ISM Phase Balance



Studying ISM phases with the Far-IR Surveyor

Singe Aperture

High sensitivity to far-IR lines & dust at  
~10-20ʺ″ resolution.

• Far-IR line maps of outer disks, dwarfs to 
address ISM phase balance & SF regulation. 

• Identification of “CO-dark” gas with high 
velocity resolution measurements.

ISM Phase Balance



Interferometer

Cloud scale resolution far-IR line 
measurements.

• Cloud-by-cloud study of ISM conditions 
revealed by far-IR lines in galaxies out to 
30 Mpc.

Studying ISM phases with the Far-IR Surveyor

ISM Phase Balance



Nearby Galaxy Science Summary

Interferometer Single Aperture

Dust continuum & far-IR lines at 
GMC scale resolution (~50 pc) in 

D<30 Mpc galaxies. Targeted 
studies, matched with ALMA/

JWST resolution.

- Evolution of dust properties 
between diffuse/dense ISM. 

- Spatial dissection of far-IR 
line emission from various 
ISM phases. 

- Cloud-by-cloud diagnostics 
of feedback from SF.

Dust continuum & far-IR lines at 
~kpc resolution in D<30 Mpc 

galaxies. High sensitivity maps. 
Large samples of galaxies.

- Deep maps of far-IR lines and 
dust to trace outflows, ISM 
phase balance in outer gas 
disks & dwarfs. 

- Dust properties low 
metallicity conditions. 

- Cloud scale measurements in 
the Local Group, especially 
CO ladders, to study feedback 
processes.


